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RF, Computing, Capacity, and 
Dynamics 



If I have seen further, it is by standing on the 
shoulders of giants - Newton 

!!
∇⋅E = ρ

ε0
!Divergence!of!the!electric!field!is!proportional!to!the!charge!density

!!
∇⋅B =0!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Magnetic!Monopoles!do!not!exist.!
There!is!no!net!magnetic!flux!entering!or!leaving!a!volume

!!∇ × E = −
∂B
∂t !Faraday's!Law!of!Induction!or!Maxwell7Faraday

!!∇×B = µ0( J + ε0 ∂E
∂t )!Ampere's!Law



You didn’t come for a Physics Lesson! 



What is a Radio? 

�  A radio system includes a source and destination for an 
EM wave that contains a message (usually) 

�  It has an intended destination (usually) 
�  Source is a transmitter (usually) 
�  Destination is a receiver (mostly) 
�  Light bulb is an optical transmitter (blinking light on 

WW II ships!)  as is Light Amplification by Stimulated 
Emission Radiation (LASER) through fiber 

�  Mostly in GnuRadio, we consider RF or radio frequency 
emitters 



Transmitter 



Transmitter for Wireless EM emission 

�  First one was a spark gap doing Morse code 
�  Has an oscillator to generator some Radio Frequency 

EM 
�  Has a method to modify the RF oscillator to convey a 

message 
�  And an antenna that changes the electrical signals 

into EM wave traveling “through ether” 
�  NOT MUCH HAS CHANGED with the exception that 

much of preparation of message bearing waveform is 
now done software in the vast majority of devices 



Receiver (the hard part) 



Receiver 

�  Superhet introduced by Armstrong in 1918 patent 
�  Howard Armstrong perfected the basic circuit 
�  Make a weak signal stronger (LNA) 
�  Make our signal of interest stand our from the crowd 

(selectivity) 
�  Move the frequency to a new frequency where it is easier 

to handle (mixer) 
�  Make the receiver faithfully reproduce the transmited 

message bearing signal (linearity) 
�  Turn the message from signal to consumable data 

(demodulator) 



RECEIVER Today 

�  Many are still superheterodyne but revolution has 
taken place 

�  We can now mix signals to baseband and do a good 
job 
¡  When mixing to baseband, we can eliminate some ugly 

problems with image (harris, harris-McGwier, and others) 
¡  We no longer have a huge dynamic range issue because ADC’s 

have gotten very good and with many bits 
¡  We can process high speed signals to get processing gain and 

high dynamic range 
¡  RFIC’s are a revolution and so are high speed ADC’s and 

FPGA/ASIC to process 



RFIC does both Transmit and Receive 

�  Can finally put high performance transmitter and 
receiver in the same small package 
¡  Shield receiver (weak signal) from transmitter (strong signal) 
¡  Share an oscillator if on the same frequency 
¡  Tiny package makes multimode hand carried sets available 

with long battery life 



RF (Radio Frequency) 

�  RF are electromagnetic waves which range in 
frequency from a few Hz to 300 GHz 
¡  Wavelengths implied by speed of light 300,000,000 meters to 

10mm 

!!

λ = cf !where!c!is!the!speed!of!light,!f!is!the!frequency
and!λ !is!the!wavelength



And then there was DSP 



And then there were video gamers 



AND Video Gamers give us supercomputers and at 
low power 



RF (US Allocations) 



Shared Spectrum 3.55 GHz 



SPN43 and AWACS/JSTARS 

SPN43 Radar, Force protection, 
Navy 

AWACS, JSTARS Radar 
Systems 



3550 MHz Sharing II 



3.55 GHz FCC Rules 



1700 MHz  NTIA Freaking Out AGAIN 



1700 MHz War Drive 

�  DISA/NTIA is freaked out about interference to 
airplanes and SATCOM 

�  50% of the entire market is to be closed out 
�  After everyone says auction will fail,  it succeeds 

dramatically 
�  Everyone scrambling for money but have no ideas 
�  Bob knows how to find the planes, trains, and 

automobiles 
�  Tim and Bob War Drive and show the government 

again 
 


